The 3D extension of High Efficiency Video Coding (3D-HEVC) introduce Depth Modeling Mode (DMM) and 35 conventional intra modes to enhance the quality of coding, while bringing unacceptable computational complexity during the process of rough mode decision (RMD) and most probable mode (MPM). In this paper, we proposed a fast mode decision algorithm for texture map and depth map coding based on gradient information. Firstly, analyzing the characteristics of predict units (PU) in different intra mode applications that obtain the lowest RD-cost,then extracting the gradient information of PU to classify the PU into three types of gradient blocks and selecting appropriate candidate modes for the PU,thereby avoiding search each mode in coding process and skip the process of RMD and MPM early. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm can achieve average 30.6% time saving with negligible reduction of coding performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
3D video has received wide spread attention in recent years due to its more realistic and stereoscopic effects.However, 3D video contains multiple viewpoints, and its data volume is much larger than 2D video, which greatly limits the application of 3D video.Therefore, the Joint Collaborative Team started the research on the 3D video extension based on the High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) standard, namely 3D extension to High Efficiency Video Coding (3D-HEVC) [1] .
3D-HEVC adopts the encoding format of multiview-videoplus-depth (MVD) and inherits many key technologies in HEVC [2] . In addition, 3D-HEVC introduces a large number of new technologies for depth maps and 3D video features, such as Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR), Disparity
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Compensated Prediction (DCP) and Inter View Motion Prediction (IVMP).
As shown in Fig.1 , 3D-HEVC inherits the conventional 35 intra modes from HEVC, where mode 0 and mode 1 belong to the non-directional mode, mainly predicting the flat region in the image, and mode 2 to mode 34 belong to the angle mode, mainly for the prediction of edge details with clear direction information. Due to the introduction of the depth map in 3D-HEVC, the intra prediction of the conventional intra mode in some cases will produce significant distortion, so the prediction of the depth map in 3D-HEVC also adds the Depth Modelling Modes (DMM) [3] to ensure coding quality.
The selection process of the best intra prediction mode in 3D-HEVC is similar to HEVC. It traverses 35 traditional intra modes in Rough Mode Decision (RMD) and calculates the cost, so that several candidate modes with less cost are selected, and then adding candidate modes according to the information of adjacent coding blocks in the process of Most Probable Mode (MPM), finally calculating RD-Cost for these candidate modes, and selecting the mode with the least cost as the best prediction mode. If the currently coded image is a depth map, it is necessary to calculate the cost value of DMM to select the best prediction mode. Although the selection process of the best intra mode is optimized in 3D-HEVC, it still produces a large computational complexity.
Currently, many fast algorithms have been proposed to accelerate the process of intra mode decision in texture maps and depth maps. A fast intra depth map algorithm utilizing the sum of gradient information and segment-wise direct component coding was proposed to predict the intra prediction mode, decide CTU partition size and skip the SDC decision when coding CU is belongs to smooth region [4] . A fast mode decision algorithm utilizing the correlation of spatiotemporal and inter-view was proposed to skip unnecessary intra modes [5] . The grayscale similarity and the inter-view correlation for the dependent views were used to skip unnecessary mode checking within the mode decision process [6] . A fast algorithm is used to skip the mode decision under the certain condition according to the analyzing the relationship between DMMs and Planar mode [7] . SVM with HOG feature is trained to classify the PU into three classes and only the modes in the corresponding class are checked to effectively speed up the intra mode decision process [8] . A probabilistic model was built with the coding information of the CUs belonging to the same quad-tree structure within a CTU to skip the process of some small probability modes, and a fast mode assignment is proposed that uses this model to predict the mode that is more likely to be the best mode for the current CU [9] . To accelerate the evaluation of DMM, several methods have been proposed. The evaluation results of intra conventional modes and golden ratio search is proposed for fast DMM decision [10] . A feature corner point is raised to evaluatethe orientation of edges for decision of DMM skip [11] . Afast depth intra coding scheme using gray-level co-occurrence matrix to classify the coding units (CUs) into different types, and avoid checking some unnecessary modes for certain CUs [12] . The shuffled frog leaping algorithm was used to search for an optimum pattern over a set of wedgelet patterns available for the PU size to accelerate the process of DMM search [13] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The details of proposed fast mode decision algorithm are introduced in section II. Section III shows the experimental results and comparisons between original encoder and proposed scheme. Section IV concludes this paper.
II. PROPOSED FAST MODE DECISION BASED ON GRADIENT INFORMATION
The introduction of intra modes in 3D-HEVC gives us a new perspective for the characteristics of various modes and novel techniques applying in the process of mode decision. In this section, a detailed illustration of proposed intra mode decision algorithm in 3D-HEVC is presented.
A. EXTRACTION OF GRADIENT INFORMATION
Image gradient ordinary reflect the intensity of the change in pixel values, therefore, gradient operators like Sobel operator can be utilized to detect the complexity of PUs. Fig.2 is the two convolution masks of 3 × 3 size for Sobel operator, we can calculate the image gradient for each position in PU according to (1) and (2) . Here G x(i,j) and G y(i,j) is the lateral gradient and the longitudinal gradient of position (i, j) in current PU respectively.
Then, the amplitude of gradient can be roughly estimated by following formula to construct the matrix of amplitude for each PU. Where |.| is absolute value, GradAmp (i, j) is the amplitude of gradient of coordinate (i, j) in a PU.
The direction of gradient can be calculated by image gradient as well, which defined as following, where GradAng (i, j) is the direction of gradient of coordinate (i, j) in a PU.
Actually, the direction of gradient needs to be mapped to 33 directional modes according to (5) . Here θ is the radian of some angle in 33 directional modes. The specific mapping relationship is shown in Table. 1.
Then, the sum of gradient amplitude is calculated for the same intra mode direction in one PU. The sum of gradient amplitude is defined in (6) .
After above steps, we can build an array of AmpSum for current PU, which is defined in (7) .Where the subscript of AmpSum represent the order of some directional mode in one PU. For example, θ 1 represents the mode with maximum sum of gradient amplitude.
Array Amp Sum = Amp Sum θ 1 , Amp Sum θ 2 , ..., Amp Sum θ N (7)
B. CLASSIFICATION OF GRADIENT BLOCKS AND DECISION OF MODES
In the observation of intra mode decision process, PUs with relatively flat or no change in pixels barely choose the DMM and 33 directional modes as the best intra mode at the last rate distortion optimization (RDO) stage. In other words, a PU with unobvious direction of gradient can skip the calculation of DMM and directional modes to some large extent.
Firstly, we can divide current PU into weak gradient block and strong gradient block according to (8) and (9), where f is the adjustment factor for texture maps and depth maps. In our experiment, f is set as 3 and 5 for texture maps and depth maps respectively.
According to the data in Table. 2, when a PU is classified as weak gradient block and it is belong to texture map, selecting mode 0, mode 1, mode 26 and mode 10 as candidate intra mode, otherwise, if a PU is belong to depth map, selecting mode 0, mode 1 and mode 26 as candidate intra mode.
According to the data in Table. 3, when a PU is classified as strong gradient block, selecting the directional mode with the maximum sum of gradient amplitude and its nearest two directional mode as candidate intra mode, DMM is calculated if current PU is belong to depth map as well.
In addition, for a strong gradient block with size of 4 × 4, we find that mode 0 and mode 1 have great probability to be the best intra mode, therefore, selecting mode 0, mode 1, the directional mode with the maximum sum of gradient amplitude as candidate intra mode. Same as above description, if current PU is belong to depth map, calculating the DMM as well. The details of mode decision for strong gradient block, weak gradient block and other classification are show in Table. 4. We can find that a PU neither strong gradient block or weak gradient block needs to search all 35 conventional intra mode and DMM. The algorithm's flow is shown in Fig.3 .
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
To confirm the performance of the proposed fast algorithm, we compare the fast algorithm with the original 3D-HEVC encoder of HTM-13.0. The proposed algorithm is evaluated with seven sequences recommended by JCT-3V group. The detailed information of each sequence is provided in Table. 5.
The encoder configuration is as follows: 2 view cases, the largest coding unit has a fixed size of 64 × 64 pixels and depth range from 0 to 3, DMM mode, CABAC and RD where Time proposed represent the running time of proposed algorithm and Time original represent the running time of the originalencoder. Table.6 shows the specific performance of proposed algorithm.
According to the Table. 6, we can see that the proposed algorithm can save time about 30.6% averagely with only 0.04dB PSNR reduction and 0.66% BDBR increase. For the XGA (1024 × 768) sequences, the average time saving of the proposed method is 29.2% with 0.03dB PSNR reduction and 0.63% BDBR increase. Furthermore, for the HD (1920 × 1088) sequences, the average time saving is 31.7% with 0.05dB PSNR reduction and 0.68% BDBR increase. As shown in Fig.4 , the RD-curve of proposed almost identical to the RD-curve of original encoder. Therefore, we can find that the proposed algorithm can greatly reduce the coding time with negligible loss of encoding performance for test sequences.
Comparison of proposed algorithm with original encoder from subjective perspective is shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6 . According to the following figures, we can find that the decoded frames of proposed algorithm almost identical to the result of original encoder.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a fast mode decision method for reducing the computation complexity of original intra mode decision process. Gradient information of current PU is utilized to help skip some unnecessary modes and guide PU search appropriate modes. The experimental results demonstrated that the proposal algorithm can effectively decrease the computation complexity with negligible loss of encoding performance. PENGTAO He has authored or coauthored more than 20 refereed technical articles in international journals and conferences in the field of video coding and image processing. He currently presides the National Natural Science Foundation project. 
